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Subject Ethical Employment Policy  

Purpose To seek Cabinet Member approval for the publishing of the Ethical Employment Policy 

Author Connected Communities Manager; Strategic Procurement and Payments Manager; 
HR&OD Manager 

Ward All

Summary A Code of Practice has been established by the Welsh Government to support the
development of more ethical supply chains to deliver contracts for the Welsh public sector
and third sector organisations in receipt of public funds. Evidence illustrates that unethical 
employment practices are taking place in supply chains throughout Wales and beyond.
The Code of Practice is designed to ensure that workers in public sector supply chains are 
employed ethically and in compliance with UK, EU, and international laws. Local 
Authorities in Wales are expected by the Welsh Government to adopt the Code of 
Practice and embed its twelve commitments in a meaningful and proportionate manner.

Cabinet approved Newport City Council’s adoption of the Code of Practice in February 
2019, and an action plan was developed to support the organisation with its 
implementation. A key action was to develop and publish a corporate Policy of Ethical 
Employment which this report seeks approval for.  

Proposal To approve publishing of the Ethical Employment Policy 

Action by Head of People and Business Change
Head of Finance 

Timetable Immediate

This report was prepared after consultation with:

   Chief Executive 
   Strategic Directors
   Head of Law and Regulation
   Head of Finance
   Employee Partnership Forum (EPF)

Signed



Background

The Welsh public sector spends around £6bn every year on goods, services and works involving
international supply chains. It is vital that, at every stage, there are good employment practices for all 
employees involved in the delivery of these services, and for the Council’s own employees.

Good employment practices, which empower and reward workers, help to improve the
quality of life for people in Wales and further afield and, in turn, result in better quality goods
and services. Poor and unethical practices can lead to poor morale, high staff turnover and, in some 
cases, can be dangerous and exploitative, resulting in practices that include modern day slavery. 

Cabinet approved Newport City Council’s adoption of the Welsh Government Code of Practice for Ethical 
Supply Chains in February 2019, and an action plan was developed to support the organisation with its 
implementation. A key action was to develop and publish a corporate Policy of Ethical Employment, 
which is attached as an Appendix to this report.   

Policy
The Code of Practice sets out 12 commitments that public sector organisations must implement in order 
to comply with the Code. The first of these is to: 

‘Produce a written policy on ethical employment within our own organisation and our supply 
chain. Once produced, we will communicate the policy throughout our organisation and we will 
review it annually and monitor its effectiveness’.

A policy has been jointly drafted by the HR Manager and Service Manager for Procurement and 
Payments (attached). The policy demonstrates our commitment to the Code of Practice and outlines 
Newport City Council’s expectations around both internal and external supplier employment practices. 
The policy deals with the following areas of employment:
• Modern Slavery
• Blacklisting
• False self-employment
• Unfair use of umbrella schemes and zero-hours contracts
• Paying the Living Wage

The policy will be communicated throughout the organisation in order to ensure managers and staff are 
aware of their rights and responsibilities, and will be embedded within relevant modern day slavery and 
management training.

Financial Summary
At present there are no financial considerations as a result of this policy. Resources needed to 
implement the full Code will be allocated as needed, and it is anticipated that activity will form part of 
business as usual. As the policy sets out our commitment to screen and review the practices of our 
suppliers, it follows that there may be changes to those suppliers, resulting in financial impact. This will 
be monitored on an ongoing bases, and reported on as necessary within an annual statement on our 
compliance with the Code of Practice. The statement is also a commitment within the Code, and will be 
published as part of our annual Strategic Equality Plan report.  
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Risks
Risk Impact  of 
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Change

* Taking account of proposed mitigation measures

Links to Council Policies and Priorities
The Code of Practice and associated policy are closely linked to a number of council policies and 
priorities and the authority’s Corporate Plan. In particular, Well-being Objective 4 within the plan commits 
the authority to developing ‘cohesive and sustainable communities by working towards ‘a globally 
responsible Wales’. 

Other relevant Council policies include: 
 Guidance on engaging workers, service providers and individuals (IR35 guidance)
 Use of Agency Workers guidance
 Whistleblowing Policy

Options Available and considered 
Option 1: The policy is not approved and published, meaning that the council does not meet its 
commitment under the Code of Practice 

Option 2: The policy is approved and published 

Preferred Option and Why
The preferred option is to publish the policy. Adopting the policy and embedding the 12 commitments of 
the Code into our working practices will assist in safeguarding both employees working for the 
organisation and suppliers that provide goods, works or services to the Council. 

Comments of Chief Financial Officer
Publishing the Ethical Employment Policy will not have any adverse financial impact in itself and 
implementation of the Code will be delivered using existing resource and budget. The policy may result 
in changes to suppliers which will need to be managed by service areas within existing budget levels.

Comments of Monitoring Officer
The Cabinet has already adopted the Welsh Government Code of Practice on Ethical Employment in 
supply chains.  One of the 12 commitments within the Code of Practice is for the Council to develop and 
implement a written policy on Ethical Employment for use within the local authority and its supply chains. 
For the most part, the principles set out in this Ethical Employment policy are already embedded within 
the Council’s internal employment procedures and terms and conditions of employment.  However, it 
does reinforce ethical standards in relation to areas such as modern slavery and employment practices 
such as black-listing, umbrella schemes, zero-hours contracts and paying the Living Wage which, 
although not unlawful, are considered to be unethical. All contractors supplying goods and services to 
the Council will also be required to comply with this Ethical Employment policy as part of the 
procurement process.  Under Section 17 of the Local Government Act 1988, it was originally unlawful for 
local authorities to have regard to “non-commercial” matters when procuring goods and services and 
entering into supply contracts. Any non-commercial considerations were prohibited, both in relation to 
the selection of tenders and the terms and conditions of local authority contracts. However, the Local 
Government Best Value (Exclusion of Non-commercial Considerations) (Wales) Order 2002 repealed 



those parts of section 17 that related to the terms and conditions of employment of supply contractors. 
The Council is also able to have regard to “social value” considerations, and not just commercial factors, 
when contracting for supplies and services. Therefore, the Council is now able to lawfully impose these 
employment requirements on external contractors supplying goods and services. The adoption of the 
Ethical Employment policy and it’s oversight by the Cabinet Member for Community and Resources will 
formalise this process and provide a more robust and transparent arrangement for monitoring 
implementation and compliance, in accordance with the commitments given in the Code.

Comments of Head of People and Business Change
This Welsh Government-established Code of Practice has been designed to support the development of
more ethical supply chains across the public sector in Wales. As such the adoption of the Code of
Practice represents an important step in the further entrenchment of the 7 Well-being Goals set out in
the Well-being of Future Generations Act, with clear positive contributions towards making Newport and
Wales a more equal and globally responsible place. Beyond the Well-being Plan for Newport, this Code 
of Practice also makes positive contributions towards delivering on the authority’s general equality duty 
as laid out under the Equality Act. The publishing of a corporate policy is the first of 12 formal 
commitments required by the Code, and presents an opportunity to embed our approach to meeting 
these.  

The Council recognises its responsibility towards the employed workforce and sets appropriate terms 
and conditions of employment to attract and retain skilled workers to deliver high quality services to our 
communities. We also recognise our wider responsibility to ensure that workers engaged other than on 
an employment contract are treated fairly and responsibly by their employers. The Ethical Employment 
Policy sets out our expectations in this regard and suppliers will be required to have due regard to these 
expectations.

Comments of Cabinet Member Community and Resources (equalities)
The risks of human slavery and trafficking have become increasingly apparent, both nationally and within 
the city of Newport. It is essential therefore that our local authority adopts and maintains effective, ethical 
employment practices. This policy represents an important step towards implementation of the Welsh 
Government’s Code of Practice. It reflects the Council’s commitment to safeguarding the most 
vulnerable in our communities and ensures a workplace that protects and supports our employees.

Comments of Chair of Cabinet (procurement policy)
The Policy is a welcome addition to our other HR policies as this supports our commitment to fairer and 
more ethical employment, supporting employees both within the Council and our wider supply chains, 
and is fundamental in delivering against the recently endorsed Code of Practice – Ethical Employment in 
Supply Chains.

Local issues
N/A

Scrutiny Committees
Not applicable

Equalities Impact Assessment and the Equalities Act 2010
Adopting the Code of Practice and its associated commitments supports the authority to fulfil its 
obligations under the Equality Act. They make a positive contribution to the authority’s general equality 
duty to have due regard to the need to eliminate discrimination, advance equality of opportunity and 
foster good relations. No negative impact on our ability to meet our equality duties or on any particular 
protected characteristic has been identified in relation to the policy, or the Code of Practice itself. The 
policy has the potential to impact positively on groups that share protected characteristics which may 
make them more vulnerable to types of exploitation such as modern day slavery (for example, ethnicity, 
disability). Progress on meeting the commitments will be reported on as part of the Council’s Annual 
Strategic Equality Plan Report in order to maintain effective links between the implementation of the 
Code and work to support our equality duties. 



Children and Families (Wales) Measure
No consultation was required for this report. 

Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015
Improving the employment practices and opportunities for employees in our supply chain has the 
potential to have a positive effect on households with regards to tackling poverty and helping generate a 
more prosperous and healthier Wales. Ethical employment practices throughout the supply chain should 
improve opportunities in terms of working life for adults, by eradicating poor employment practices, 
reducing zero hour contracts, improving employer/trade union relationships, eliminating blacklisting 
practices and providing safeguards against modern slavery. Improving ethical practices in our supply 
chains may also result in Welsh employers being more attractive to potential employment candidates 
therefore contributing to a more resilient and equal Wales. Applying the Code can improve working 
conditions for employees of suppliers that deliver goods and services to the Council, as well as Council 
employees. This in turn can promote better health and wellbeing for those employees who enjoy fair 
working practices, and contributes to a more globally responsible Wales.

Crime and Disorder Act 1998
Section 17(1) of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 imposes a duty on the Local Authority to exercise its 
various functions with due regard to the likely effect of the exercise of those functions on, and the need 
to do all that it reasonably can to prevent, crime and disorder in its area. Implementation of the Code of 
Practice and associated policy contributes to the reduction of the risk of criminal activity including forms 
of exploitation such as modern day slavery.

Consultation 
The Employment Partnership Forum were consulted on the draft report and policy. 

The unions were supportive of the policy development and specific comments have been taken into 
account in the final draft attached.

Background Papers
Cabinet Report February 2019: Signing up to the Welsh Government Code of Practice, Ethical Supply 
Chains
Welsh Government Guidance: Code of Practice

Dated: 10th November 2019 

https://democracy.newport.gov.uk/documents/s14383/09%20Procurement%20Code%20of%20Practice.pdf
https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2019-09/code-of-practice-ethical-employment-in-supply-chains.pdf

